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Based on the Theme:

“Never sit down
with a tear or a frown
But paddle your own canoe.”
Baden-Powell, Rovering to Success
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The Final Stage of your Journey
The Rover Scout section is the final stage in the Youth programme. This brings
together the overall experience from the Beaver to the Venture Sections.
Coming from the Venture Unit you have experienced a wide variety of skills and
adventures. If you are new to Rovering, you will now be able to work together
as part of a crew to get yourself prepared for life.

A Canoe journey –
a symbolic framework to Rovering
Many of us spend each day of our life searching for, or seeking the simple life answers
to this question:

‘It’s a wonderful life; is not simply a movie’.
For all its ups and downs and good and bad days, life truly is a wonderful journey. It is
more about the trip then where it inevitably takes you. Along the way however there
are “direction aids” that make the meaning of life a far more beneficial, spectacular,
creative and pleasant journey. Don’t spend a half life learning what the phrase
‘it’s my life‘ really means. Bring life and its meaning into your heart, mind and soul.
The mistake most people make about finding the meaning of life is searching for
the answer instead of living it.

Life is like a canoe voyage and the only true
Success is Happiness.
According to Baden-Powell there are two
steps to Happiness:
1. Taking life as a game and;
2. Giving out Love.

Happiness is not mere pleasure or the outcome of wealth. It is the result of active
work rather than passive enjoyment of pleasure. Your success depends on your own
individual effort in the voyage of life, and the avoidance of certain dangerous Rocks.
Self-education, in continuation of what you have learned at school, is necessary. Go
forward with confidence.
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Paddle your own canoe!
While much of what BP has written is set in the context of earlier days much of what he says has direct
value to youth today.

“Never sit down with a tear or a frown but paddle your own Canoe.”
This was meant as giving guidance to going through life – and very good too.
In my picture of you, you are paddling your canoe,
not rowing a boat.
The difference is that in the one you are looking ahead
and sending yourself along all the time, while in the
other you are not looking the way you are going but
trusting to the steering of others, and consequently
you may bump into snags before you know where
you are.
Lots of fellows try to row through life in that way.
Lots more prefer to sail passively and to be carried
along by the wind of luck or the current of chance;
it is easier than rowing and quite as fatal.
Give me the fellow who looks ahead and actively
paddles his own canoe – i.e. shapes his own course.
Paddle your own canoe; don’t rely upon other
people to row your boat. You are starting out on an
adventurous voyage from the stream of childhood,
along the river of adolescence, out across the ocean
of manhood to the port you want to reach.
You will meet with difficulties and dangers, shoals
and storms on the way. But without adventure life
would be deadly dull. With careful piloting, aboveboard sailing, and cheery persistence, there is no
reason why your voyage should not be a complete
success, no matter how small the stream in which
you make your start.
Baden-Powell

Paddle Your Own Canoe...
How to Become a Rover Scout
In Rover Scouts, it is essential to plan your own journey,
see what the world has to offer. Along the way you will
encounter “rocks” which will teach you different lessons.
Through Rovering, we hope that you may not only get
round them, but also take advantage and make your way
to success.
These ‘Rocks’ will be later on referred in your journey.
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BECOMING A ROVER
Any person between the ages of 18 and 26, who
is willing to accept the Scout Promise and Law
and who will comply with the Aim and Principles
of the Scout Movement, may become a Rover.
Previous membership of either the Scout or Guide
Association is not a prerequisite.
The Scout Promise is the common bond of unity
for all members of the Scout worldwide Movement
and it is accepted on a voluntary basis. The Promise
is a fundamental expression of worth and value
and in this respect it is a personal commitment
of the individual.
“On My Honour” is the personal expression
given by the Rover to uphold and maintain the
principles implied by the Promise, in a manner
that is developed on the basis of trust. BadenPowell believed that one of the finest possible
relationships that could exist between an adult
Scout and a youth member was trust. This belief
still holds true today.
Rovers also undergo an initial training period. The
Induction is specifically designed to assist
Rovers in their initial quest.
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A Rover new to Scouting must meet the above
requirements to be able to officially hold an
investiture into the Scout Movement to take place.
A Rover Mentor, who will be an experienced
member of the Crew, will take responsibility for the
introductory period in the Crew. A Rover Mentor
will provide any instruction and the Rover Crew
Coordinator (RCC) will approve the completion
of the membership requirements.
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my Journey AND THE CREW PROGRAMME
my

The inclusion of
Journey in the Crew Programme should not be limited to those
parts which are needed to complete this journey. Try to arrange a Crew Programme so
that each activity area is included in the Programme during the year. Use
Journey
as part of the Programme buzz sessions to give a wider range and balance of activities.
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Journey which tend to be put off until almost the last
In most cases, the parts of
minute are the visits and discussions involving larger groups of Rovers. Most people can
get three or four friends together to complete an expedition for the
Physical, but
organising a large number of people to participate in visits or group discussions can take
much longer and necessitates greater planning.
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Personal Progression
The Rover Scouts will chose projects to
complete the Journey. This will enable
them to achieve the Learning Objections
of
Journey. They may also plan subprojects or challenges to achieve these.
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In the Rover Section it is suggested that this
takes the form of a Personal Plan. Shortly
after the Rover Scout joins the Rover Scout
Section together, with his/her Rover Mentor,
will spend some time developing a ‘Personal
Plan’ which will emcompass all of their
Personal Challenges which will help them
to achieve their Learning Objectives. Each
stage for the Rover Scout will involve him/
her reviewing and revising their individual
‘Personal Plan’.

Rover Record Folder
The Rover Record Folder is a personal record
of achievement and keeps the projects
gained during The Journey. It also keeps
a record of other badges gained during
this period.

The Rovers Scouts’s Personal Plan will lead
progressively towards preparation of a
Personal Life Plan which will coincide with
Departure. Because their purpose is
the achievement of the Final Objectives, the
personal plan should take in considertion not
only the life in the Rover Scout community
but all aspects of Scout’s life.

The Rover Record Folder should not be the
only record of a Rover’s achievements. It is a
good idea for a second copy of all records
to be kept by the Rover. It is important that
both Rovers and Rover Crew Coordinators
ensure that the Crew records are kept up
to date.
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After achieving each project, these will be
recorded in the Rover Scout’s Folder.

It’s all up to the Rover. These projects are
the Rover’s own personal choice.
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my JourneY
my

Journey aims to widen the interests and
knowledge of Rovers. Its rationale is based on the
Aim and Scout Method, providing fun, friendship,
variety, and personal choice through a planned,
balanced Programme. It is intended to be
a challenge and, like all challenges, it
will have some parts that the Rover
Before
may not really want to do at the
commencing
the
time, but will be glad to have
journey, it is suggested
experienced on looking back.
to plot your path in a
It is a system for encouraging
Personal Plan, together
people to participate in a wide
with your Rover Mentor, and
range of activities.
setting goals and timelines
toward completing the
specific requirements to
achieve the badges
Journey.
in

myJourney consists of:
• my Induction
• my Social
• my Physical
• my Inner Balance
• my Future
• my Departure
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The whole thing – the early voyage through the easy running stream,
and then coming out on the broad lake, the arising of difficulties the
succession of waves and rock only avoided by careful piloting, the triumph
of overcoming the dangers, the successful sliding into a sheltered landingplace, the happy camp-fire and the sleep of tired men at night – is just
what a man goes through in life; but too often he get swamped among the
difficulties or temptations on the rough waters, mainly because he has not
been warned what to expect and how to deal with them.
I have quoted a few of Stewart White’s practical hints from his experience in
paddling through sea-ways: I want in the following pages to offer you similar
piloting hints from my own experience of dealing with the different snags and
waves that you are likely to meet with in paddling through your life-ways.
Among these rocks and breakers are those that can be labelled in the terms
of the old toast, “Horses, Wine and Women,” with the addition of Cuckoos and
Cant. You are bound to come across most of them in your time. In the following
chapters I propose to show you there are good as well as dangerous points about
these rocks, and also how by ‘rovering’ you may not only get round them, but
also derive advantage and make your way to success.
Rovering to Success, A Guide for Young Manhood
By Lord Baden-Powell
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New
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Venture
Scout
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Movement
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OPTIONAL AWARDS
1

2

The Woodbadge Course

Other Badges

Getting
Started

Dolphin
Award

Pathfinder

International Award
For Young People
Malta

Basic Level

Explorer Belt

Advanced
Level

Scouts of the World
Award
World Scout
Environmental
Programme
Messenger
of Peace
Award

Start
Your
Journey
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